
CLIL IN PADUA

CLIL trough innovative digital tools and effective 

non-formal education methods



MY PROGRAMME:
Day 1: Welcome

- Presentation of the course and participants

- Brainstorming and team building

- Key competences and skills for the 21st Century: an interactive introduction

- Cooperative learning, blended learning and flipped classroom in Europe: features, 

values and best practices

Day 2: CLIL planning through blended learning and flippled classroom

- CLIL through ICT based, digital and web tools: overview and practical workshop

- Websites, web-wares and apps for teaching and learning: an overview

- Collaborative web tools and platforms

- Practical laboratory: step-by-step process and guidance.

Day 3: CLIL through non-formal learning for different subjects and key 

competences

- CLIL and non-formal learning: overview and practical workshop of some of the best-

practice indoor & outdoor methods and tools

GOOD! OK BORING



Day 4: Digital story-telling and multimedia to implement a CLIL curriculum for 

STEAM, Geography, History and more

- Video-editing for teaching

- Create a video-story

- Create an interactive video-lesson

- Create a digital, multimedial book

- Web-pages and comic-strips

- Practical laboratory: step-by-step process and guidance.

Day 5: A new beginning

- Cultural visit of the city centre, together with a professional tour leader

- Course evaluation & releasing of official course certifications.

DAILY TIMETABLE

The total number of hours is about 25. Each daily session (average number of hours 

per day is 5) includes:

• class/lecture/laboratory/workshop

• individual counselling

• daily evaluation.



ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

About the school: good location and 

comfortable timetable. 

Personable teacher

Small group (if you are lucky!)

About the city: easy and affordable 

accomodation.

About the country: very inviting for 

us: easy language, fantastic food 

and not very expensive to move. 

Cheap trains!

Ideal for visiting historical, touristic  

cities, museums and monuments.

About the school: poor facilities, 

specially (and ironically) wifi! 

About the teacher: Too many 

lectures! Not really specialized in 

anything. Bad lessons plans. 

The course was focus on ICT not in 

CLIL.

There was nobody else at the place, 

not even in administration tasks! 

Nothing wrong about the city or the 

country!



ICT APPS FOR EDUCATION AND LEARNING



https://videos.simpleshow.com/M0GLFxcIzT


https://read.bookcreator.com/CtIGl

VXssPS5Ph4BJ6JwF97mlsp1/zyyt

zyscTZ2Uyc9UcE-loA

https://read.bookcreator.com/CtIGlVXssPS5Ph4BJ6JwF97mlsp1/zyytzyscTZ2Uyc9UcE-loA
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